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Credit Courses
May Be Offered
By FRED ENDRES
Editor

xiALPHA GAMMA Delta and Sigma Phi Epsilon were announced«
Slast night as the winners of the Alpha Phi Omega Beauty and-:j:
xjthe Beast contest. Netting a total of $500, the Alpha Gam §
gtotal was $145.60 and the Sig Eps' had $25.17. Certificates^
tfwere presented to the winning candidates at the Cleveland^:
•:•: Browns' Charities basketball game.
::$:::::::::::::::::¥:::W:ra^

A recommendation has been
presented to President William
T. Jerome which would allow juniors and seniors to take on course
a semester for pass, no-pass
credit, according to Dr. Paul
F. Leedy, provost.
The recommendation was submitted by the" University Academic Council. It requires Dr.
Jerome's signature, and would
take effect next fall on a twoyear, experimental basis.
Juniors and seniors would be
able to register for one course

Harbison Elected IFPC Adviser
As New Qualifications Announced
By JAMES TREEGER
Issue Editor
Kent Harbison, representing
Delt Upsilon social fraternity
was
elected
Interfraternity
Pledge Council Adviser at Monday night's Interfraternity Council Meeting.
Harbison, although not nominated for the position of IFPC
advisor at last week's IFC meeting, was nominated when the
previously named candidates,
Craig Procarlo, Steve Arshan,
James Treeger, and Steve Taflinger, all declined the position
after qualifications for the office
were announced by IFC president Steve O'Bryan.
The qualifications had not been

announced at the previous meeting.
Harbison's new Job will entail working with representatives
of the 18 fraternities on campus.
These representatives are all
pledges of the fraternities and as
such do not have a governing
body of their own.
The IFPC studies subjects relating to the growth of the fraternity system on campus and
undertakes projects designed to
benefit both ^he campus and the
community.
In other action at the meeting, council members were reminded that open rush for fraternities over 70 members would
end today and that open rush

Trustees Accept 8
Resignations, Hire 2
The Board of Trustees has accepted one administrative and
seven academic resignations at
the University.
The seven academic resignations include:
Eleanor V. Attinello, library
instructor; Arthur D. Austin, assistant professor of business administration, effective , Aug. 19;
Joanne Campbell, library assistant, effective May 16; RollinG.
Eakins, instructor in speech, effective Sept. 1; Helen Gertsen,
instructor in education, effective
in June; Elizabeth Mannion, instructor in music, effective in
June; and Elizabeth Noonan, office assistant in the Graduate
School.
In addition, Kurt Zimmerman,
men's residence halls program

director, has resigned effective
next Tuesday.
The Board also approved two
new
administrative appointments: Marjorie Schaefer, office assistant in the Admissions
Office, and Helen Russell, second
assistant manager of the Falcon's
Nest.
Five changes in administrative
assignments were received by the
Board including:
John Exner, resigned as chairman of department of psychology,
effective end of current academic
year; Saroja Krishnan, library
assistant, appointed for period
from March 1 through June 30;
F. Lee Miesle, reappointed
chairman of
department of
speech, effective in September;
and Dwight R. Miller, from assistant to associate professor
of education.
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for houses under 70 members
would terminate at 5 p.m. Friday, March 18.
Robert France, executive vicepresident of IFC announced that
Robert Clasen, of Sigma Chi,
has been assigned a special project that would entail working
closely with the University Social Policy Committee.
It is the contention of the
committee and of council that
because fraternities and sororities are social organizations
and in this capacity hold social
events, they should be included
on the committee.
"It is hoped," Clasen said,
"that by being included on the
University Social Policy Committee, communications may be
improved so that all the fraternities and sororities know
what they want us to do and how
we should go about doing these
things."
Attempting to give support to
the student drive to raise money
for the new library, the Backa-Book Campaign, council president O'Bryan named a committee
consisting of Steve Arshan, Sonny Ward and Steve Taflinger.
The committee will look into
different projects that IFC could
undertake in order to raise money
for the drive.

A^*-*^'M/

The weather for today is: sunny
and warmer, high around 50.
Partly cloudy and a little warmer
tonight.

each semester on this basis,
as long as the course was not
in the student's major or minor
or part of a group requirement,
Dr. Leedy said.
President Jerome said yesterday he had received the recommendation and that he would be
pleased to accept it.
The proposed plan, passed by
the Academic Council last month,
also could be implemented in the
summer school sessions of 1967,
Dr. Leedy said.
Students wishing to participate
in the pass, no-pass program
would sign up during the registration period in the spring or
fall.
Once a student selected a
course on this basis. Dr. Leedy
explained, he could not drop it and
pick up another course on a regular grading system, or change
from a course with a regular
grading system to a pass, nopass course.
Dr. Leedy said the Council
was making the recommendation
to "encourage students to
broaden their interests and horizons."
"We won't be setting up a list
of
specific pass, no - pass
courses," Dr.Leedy said, "since
they will be in the electives
area."

This will mean some courses
could contain students taking the
course for regular grade credit and students taking it on the
pass-fail basis. Dr. Leedy explained.

Kent Students
Hit J-School
'Censorship'
KENT (AP) -- The Kent State
University StudentSenate yesterday accused the head of the journalism school of censorship
against the university's newspaper, the Kent Stater.
In a resolution unanimously
adopted Monday, the Senate accused Dr. Murvin H. Perry,
chairman of the university's
School of Journalism of what
it termed "flagrant abuse of authority vested in him."
The Senate action came after
the six-member student-faculty
Publications Police Committee
voted unanimously to cancel a
supplement- -The C ollege- - in the
Kent Stater.
The committee contended the
suplement would duplicate in purpose and content the function of
the existing Kent Quarterly,

All-MAC Selection
BOWLING GREEN'S 6-8 sophomore Walter Piatkowski wai
named today to the All-Mid-American basketball ham for 1966.
Piatkowski won the conference scoring crown with an 18.9
average. His best effort came against Marshall when he flipped in 44 points. Details on the rest of the squad are on puge
8.
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News Editorial Page

"Take Two—They're Small"

English Is

English Is

What Now?

English?

Much protest was heard from the state legislature a few weeks
ago on the impracticality of the proposed student center. One of
the biggest blasts was against the building's financing.
Student fees, it was argued, should not be used to construct
this building. The fees, however, according to University business
manager, Elton Ringer, are not additional fees, but merely those
which have been a part of the students' incidental fees for years.
And the building will house most student-affiliated offices, anyway.
This stand by the legislators wasn't valid, because if the University was raising the funds itself, and not asking the state for
money, why should our statesman question our plans?
So, they called the proposed circular building a "monstrosity,"
and said that it was Just an attempt to be "different."
President Jerome explained, "The design ties in with the longrange plans for Bowling Green and on a square-foot basis, I don't
see how anyone could object." He went to point out that the circular design would permit more efficient use of space.
Our representatives in Columbus then tried to say that the bids
would surely be higher than the estimates and thus be impractical.
But the bids, as announced at the Board of Trustees meeting last
Friday afternoon, again proved to be in the University's favor.
Estimates were $1,893,000 and the total of the bids came out more
than $150,000 less, at $1,737,239.
We cannot help but wonder what, if anything, the state legislators
can or will say now against the Student Services Building. Or will it
remain Just a "monstrosity" to them always?

By GRACE PHENEGER
Columnist

uv««+ie-RBZ.c.cK
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From Our Readers

Responsibility

More Polling Places

From the Daily Texan
University of Texas
Gone are the days of torchlight parades for campus politicians,
massive marches on the Capitol and rigged cheerleader elections.
Election turnout is the same as ever- - appallingly small, but in
the olden days at least a portion of the student body seemed to care
about the university's brand of personal politics.
Student government has gone "responsible." Candidates and
electorate no longer care about the froth that once consumed so
much sound and fury.
This trend toward seriousness could be for the better, but unfortunately the Student Assembly and Students' Association are still
geared to the days when somebody really cared about getting his
best friend appointed to the sweetheart nominee appeals board subcommittee.
Today students are asking for a role in the governing of the university. They are willing to sit through hours of droning Regents
meetings, plow through acres of administrative red tape, delve
into important but unspectacular aspects of University policy.
Student leaders have approached the Board of Regents, asking for
seats on some of the policy-making committees, and the Regents
have shown a willingness to consider their requests.
This plea for a voice in university affairs is a plea for the very
life of student government. For if students cannot have a significant voice within the university they will attempt to influence it from
the outside through such methods as demonstration and unionization.
If student government is not granted a greater degree of power,
fewer and fewer outstanding university students will be attracted
to it. Even now, independent groups attract many potential leaders
by confronting significant issues such as integration, American
foreign policy and academic ills whichstudent government most often
ignores.
We hope this year's campaign platforms will reflect thoughtful
suggestions for reform, rather than tired promises to solve the parking problem and hold regular office hours. There has been a change
in attitude among thoughtful elements of the student body.
But if student government does not herald--or at least reflect-this change it will alienate itself even more from potential leaders
and lose its opportunity to articulate and help solve the University's
problems.
y:WS-:Sx-x*:^^
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"If we put voting precincts in
the housing units, we would be
spoon-feeding the students into
voting. If they want to vote,
let them come to the Union or
to University Hall (where upperclass polling places have been
in the past)."
"Fifty per cent of the people
In the dormitories don't care
anyway."
"Sure we want to do something about apathy but voting
booths in housing units wouldn't
help."
Depressing, pessimistic statements these are. Not the kind
of statements you'd expect to hear
at a public university in the
heart of the United States, but
I heard them last week from
members of the elections board,
the five-member student group
that administers elections here
at the University.
The only half-way encouraging words that I heard when
the case for voting precincts in
the dormitories and the fraternity and sorority houses was presented were that elections board
would "look into It and maybe
next year...."

1ft

Haven't
too many
in inches
meaningful

£
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Or this--"Well, we know there
Is lack of student interest in
campus government, but there
is nothing we can do about it."
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To the editor:
"We want to encourage more
people to vote in the upcoming
elections, but polling places in
the upperclass housing units
wouldn't help any."

£
£

you heard that far
times--"Let's move
rather than in big
steps."

|

Sure, elections board would
have to increase the number of
precinct workers by about one
third and make some other functional adjustments.

ft

But I feel that the extra work
put In on those adjustments would
be well worth the effort and would
be, for once, a serious attempt
to stimulate student interest and
participation in the election.
When the plan was presented
there was a whole month left
before the elections, which seemed more than ample time to
make the necessary preparations.
Instead of action I got "maybe

next year." Do you ever get
tired of "maybe next year?"
I do and am.
Jack Hartman
J r.C lass R ep. to Student C ouncil

A Challenge
To the editor:
One cannot help but feel that
the collection of trivialities, irrelvancies, and total lack of comprehension of issues, contained in
Miss Thoma's letter to the News
must be exposed, and the mythical ideas contained therein exploded for all to see.
Miss Thoma asks why women
have not brought questions before
their proper AWS representatives if they do not like certain rules and regulations.
She then proceedes to answer
her own question by accusing the
University women of lazy ("pardon me, apathetic") behavior.
How many chances does this
organization require? They have
had the chance to show how just
and democratic they are, and the
results are in for all to see.
They have failed totally and completely at every level, and in
every case where individual
rights are in question.
One may ask to whom has it
been proven that corridor meetings are the "best means of
communication between AWS
officials and the women." Certainly not the womenl
The all-campus elections seem
to function fairly adaquately without forced attendance at nominating and election proceedings.
Miss Thoma is evidently oblivious to the fact that in a free
society one has thechoice of nonparticipation as well as involvement.
Finally, let me'offer a chance
to Miss Thoma, Miss Althof, and
Miss Peiblow to show that they
have at least some democratic
ideals. I, along with Miss Williams and Mr. Schlater, challenge :hese three women to a full
and frank debate on the issues involved in this controversy.
We are willing to debate the
issues in the presence of as many
students and faculty members
as would attend, at any time at
any location on this campus.
One may only hope that these
women have the courage and fortitude to back up what they say
by an acceptance of this clear
challenge.
Richard Mancuso
24 ShatzelHall

Professor Higgins in"MyFair
Lady" lamented the fact that the
English failed to teachtheirchildren how to speak, i.e. to enunciate correctly.
This writer is more prone to
lament the fact that the Americans have failed to teach their
children how to write intelligible
sentences.
Freshman English teachers
read all manner of weird and
peculiar
sentences. We see
everything from indefinite pronoun referents to misplaced modifiers to constructions that absolutely defy description. Because
of the structural errors, we accumulate quite a garden of misinformation.
From one student, I learned
that "college is an institution
the purpose of which is an education to broaden your knowledge
and increase your earnings."
Furthermore, "college implies earning an education and at
the same time having fun and
making friends."
A colleague of mine discovered
that "the first step in the process of cleaning a bulk milk
tank is to drain all of the excess milk, usually left at the
botom of the tank, out, and rinse
it thoroughly with a hose."
I am still wondering where the
"excess milk" is when it is not
at the bottom of the tank. I
also question whether it is really
necessary to rinse the milk thoroughly with a hose.
One student provided an interesting bit of information concerning the occurrences in a
certain off-campus institution
where "most of the patrons were
just sitting there with their full
pitchers of beer trying to carry
on Intelligent conversations with
the people sitting around the
table."
One can at least hope that
the pitchers communicated more
adequately than the student did.
Corresponding to the faulty
sentence structures are incorrect or imprecise word usages.
College slang has given to certain meanings to words that are
quite different from their lexical
meanings.
When one considers the fact
that the writing infreshmancomp
courses is supposed to be free
of slang expressions, the intended meaning of certain words found
In themes Is Indeed unclear.
One male student noted that
the girls at the Bunny Party held
by a fraternity during rush had
"the toughest bodies" he had
ever seen.
Since he was not supposed to
be using college jargon, I was
forced to conclude that the girls
could better have been dubbed
"elephants" than "bunnies."
Spelling errors only complicate the situation. I was once
told by a student that a certain man "owned a lot of propriety." The Intended word was
apparently "property."
Why can't the English teach
their children how to write before they get to college?

i ■
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The News reserves the
right to edit letters more
than 300 words in length.
Letters
should be
typewritten, and corry the name
of the author, as well as his
typewritten name, address
and telephone number. The
News will publish as many
letters as possible within
the limits of space, good
taste and the laws of libel,
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Students To Spend
Summer in Salzburg
first July 11 to Aug. 6 and the
second from Aug. 8 to Aug.
27.
While at Salzburg, the students will have Thursdays and
Sundays free. The Institute sponsors excursions on free days to
places of cultural interest near
Salzburg such as Hallen Salt
Mine, and Eisriesenwelt/Weren,
the largest ice cave in the
world.
These side excursions are optional, but the cost is included
in the budget.
The minimum requirement for
admission include completion of
six semester hours of college
German or the equivalent.
At Salzburg the participants of
this program may earn six semester hours of credit. The proRepresentatives fromthecomgram requires 16- 20 hours of
panies listed below will be on
classes per week.
campus next week to interview
The total cost of the trip is
graduating seniors.
$975 which includes air travel
to Europe from New York and
Mar. 14
return, room, and breakfast in
Salzburg, tuition (out-of-state
Los Angeles (Calif) Schools;
residents fee $100 additional),
elementary, business education,
insurance, all scheduled excurEnglish, girls HPE. homemaking,
sions, meals, lodging, fares and
industrial arts, math, science,
tips while on trips.
social studies, Spanish, special
The students will reside with
education.
German families while classes
Mi. Healthy Schools, Cinare in session.
cinnati, Ohio; elementary and
After the sessions a nine day
secondary.
tour is scheduled from Salzburg to the point of departure,
Hobart Twp. (Indiana) Schools;
Hamburg. Areas visited will inelementary, math, special educaclude the Bavarian castle countion, lnd. arts, French, German.
try, the Black Forest, and the
Stanislaus County Schools,
Rhine land.
Patterson, Calif., elementary,
The group will return on Sept.
lnd. arts, English, HPE women,
7.
Spanish, library, math, music,
Dr. Herbert J. Gauerke, prosciences, special education.
fessor
of German and Russian,
General
flreproofing Co.,
210 University Hall, has the necYoungstown; Marketing, general
essary application forms.
business,
industrial manageStudents must register for the
ment.
summer session by May 22.
Registration can also be comParke, Davis and Co„ Detpleted by mail by filling out the
roit; trainees for buyer, manapplication form included in the
agement, product planner, consummer catalog.
trol development, quality control.
Passports must be obtained in
Mansfield, Ohio office; sales with
the
student's home county, or
technical background.
from the WoodCounty courthouse
in Bowling Green. Immunization
Middeltown
(New
York)
is handled by the University
Schools; elementary and secondHealth Center.
ary.

Applications are now being accepted for the nine-weekGerman
Summer Session to be held in
Salzburg, Austria.
Extensive travel in Germany
and Austria is also planned for
participants in the program.
Departure is planned for July
6 from New York to Munich.
The group will proceed on a
three-day bus tour to Venice and
then go to Salzburg.
The summer course will consist of two "semesters," the

Placement
Interviews

Kern County (Calif.) Joint Union High School and Junior College Districts; secondary and
junior College openings.
National City Bank of Cleveland; all majors.?
Washington National Insurance
Co., Evans ton, Illinois; field representatives,
administration
trainees and general business
trainees.
Maple Heights (Ohio) Schools;
evening interviews; elementary
and secondary.
International Harvester Co.,
Chicago; accounting, system analyst, sales management, credit
and collection, production management.
Mar. 15
Angeles
Schools; see

Los
Mar. 14
Maple Heights (Ohio) Schools;
see Mar. 14.

Crestwood School Dlst„ Dearborn Heights, Mich.; elementary
and secondary.
Olin
Mat hies on Chemical
Corp., New York; accounting, finance and banking, industrial management and production, personnel, business administration.
Lansing (Mich.) Schools; elementary and secondary.
Newark (Ohio) Air Force Station; physicists.

SIMPLE AS...

ADVERTISING
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BUYING
Power of the University students is
^rnendous. One survey indicates eacn
studen, spends an average of $600 per year
outs.de of room, board and tuition. Witf
— than 10,000 enrolled at BGSU-tnat
means more than
nnn _._
an Sfi.fMn
56,000,000

P«r year!

Theatre Players
To Dramatize
Aladdin Fable
Magic lamps, mysterious genies and mischievous characters
are a few of the highlights promised this weekend in the University Theatre's annual children's play "Aladdin and the
Wonderful Lamp."
Directed
by Dr. Lois A.
Cheney, instructor in speech,
the play will be presented at
7:30 p.m. Friday
and 2 30
pan. Sunday.
Both performances will be
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre.
The play concerns the adventures and mis adventurers of
young Aladdin (played by Ken
Neuenschwander), the son of a
poor tailor.
Aladdin falls in love with the
princess Adora (Maureen Brigham) but before he can win her,
an eveil magician (Roger Sixon)
tricks him into stealing a fortune.
Adora also suffers from the
schemes of this villain. She is
kidnapped and held for ransom
from her father, a pompous Sultan (Thomas Rawski).
Aladdin is blamed for her disappearance
but manages to
rescue her and to destroy the
magician with a dose or two of
tricks and magic.
- Mary Ann Brohard, Alberta
Lintescume, Connie Steed, and
Jay Kettler round out the cast.

—•***-*■—■——~*

COVERAGE
of the University market is assured by
regular use of the B-G NEWS. About 9 000
ooies are distributed four days a week on the
BGSU dp-. NO OTHER PUBL.CAT.ON
REACHES THE UNIVERSITY MARKET
LIKE THE B-G NEWS. For informat.on call
the News advertising department,
University Extension 3344.
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Johnson Asks Pay Raise
For Government Workers
WASMNGTON(A P)- - President
Johnson asked Congress yesterday to approve a pay boost of
3.2 per cent for 1.8 million
government employees.
He coupled the request with
an appeal that it should not be
changed to exceed Its 3.2 per
cent guidcpost, which is designed
to keep pay raises in line with
increased productivity of workers.
Mr. Johnson said the cost of
the pay boost would be $485
million a year and would become
effective next Jan. 1.
In a message to Congress, the
President said direct salary increases would average 2.8 per
cent. The remainder would be
for fringe benefits, such as improvements in the retirement
system and increased government contributions for health
benefits.
Some
700,000 blue-collar
workers would not be directly
affected, as their pay schedules
are reviewed annually and adjusted to bring wages in line

with those for similar work in
their localities.
The increases Mr. Johnson
recommended would range from
1 per cent to 4.5 per cent.
Those benefiting from the boost
would include about 88 per cent
of all postal workers and more
than 470,000 civil service employees in the lower grades.
Under the proposal, higher Increases would go to those In
the upper grades, where Mr.
Johnson said workers are hardest to recruit and pay is now
below private industry for comparable jobs.
The President urged government employees and the leaders
of their organizations to exercise "restraint" and not press
for bigger increases. He said
federal employees have a "direct
stake" in the government's effort
to keep prosperity without endangering economic stability.
Mr. Johnson asked Congress
to take into account "considerations of utmost importance not
only to federal workers but to
wage earners of the nation as

Grant To Be Used
For Study, Culture
The Alumni Association has
granted $13,900 to University students for scholarships, grantsin-ald and cultural programs.
Undergraduate
scholarships
totaling $1,500 and graduate
grants-in-aid totaling $2,400
have been made available.
Five $100 scholarships will be
awarded in each of the three
undergraduate colleges.
James E. Hof, director of
alumni relations, said that the
recipient will be known as "alumni scholars" and are to be
selected by the individual college deans or by a committee
of faculty members from each
college to be appointed by the
dean.
Preference will be given to
those applicants who are sons
or daughters of University alumni, Mr. Hof said.
A grant-in-aid of $400 will
be made in each of the following graduate areas: accounting,
mathematics, history, psychology, American studies and business administration.
Mr. Hof said that recipients
must have received their undergraduate degrees from the Un-

iversity and must plan to continue as full-time graduate students.
The Alumni Association also
donated $10,000 to be used for
University scholarships and cultural programs.
Mr. Hof said that $2,500 is
to be used to establish an Alumni Lecture Series designed
to attract notable speakers to
the University.
Another $1,000 will go to the
School of Music to support offcampus tours by performing student groups. The gift also provided $200 for the purchase of
art pieces from student art exhibits.
Four grants will be awarded
to foreign students from $1,600
of the Alumni Association gift.
Another $800 will be used for
undergraduate grants-in-aid to
assist the speech department.
Five $100 scholarships will
also be appropriated to the Colleges of Education, LiberalArts,
and Business Administration for
undergraduate students. Six$400
grants will be awarded to graduate students.

a whole." He listed these as
the wage and price guideposts
and sound responsible fiscal policy.
According to the President's
proposal, .5 per cent of the pay
increase would automatically go
to raise from 6.5 per cent to
7 per cent of the employees
contribution to the retirement
system. The government would
also increase its contribution.
Mr. Johnson also suggested
retirement at age 55 without
reduction in annuity for employees with 30 years service.
For workers who die, become
disabled or leave federal employment before becoming eligible for retirement, benefits
to their credit would be transferred to the social security
system.
Mr. Johnson said the effective date of other important adjustments in the retirement system should be deferred for at
least another year.
These would include extending
medicare to federal civilian employees, and continuing benefits
for surviving children of deceased federal employees under 22,
who are continuing their education. Benefits now are discontinued at 18.
Mr. Johnson told Congress that
the measures he recommended
"meet the test of fairness to
our employees and meet the test
of economic responsibility."
"If the government is to exercise continued leadership in the
fight for price stability, then it
must continue to practice what it
preaches," Mr. Johnson said.
"The government has the added
responsibility of not contributing
to inflation by its own actions."
"The largest employer has an
undeniable responsibility to lead,
and not merely to follow, in
instituting and adhering to model
employment
practices," the
President commented.
By the close of this fiscal
year, the total compensation for
2.5 million federal civilian employees will be $20.4 billion a
year, Mr. Johnson said.
The President, the Congress
and federal employees themselves cannot fail to give the
most careful consideration of
every adjustment in pay, retirement, and health benefits, said
Mr. Johnson.
"Each proposed adjustment
must not only be merited, but
it should be consistent with the
principles of sound business,"
he said.

AP World News Roundup
YOUNGSTOWN (AP)-- Semiprivate Youngstown University
was invited yesterday to seek
state university status.
Governor R hodes extended the
invitation in officiating at groundbreaking for a $5 million science and engineering building on
the campus.
The structure is being built
and will be owned by the state,
which will lease it to the university for 50 years.
Youngstown University evolved
from a Y M C A night school
under leadership of Dr. Howard
Jones, the president. He and the
Governor turned the first shovel
ful of earth.
WASHINGTON (AP)-- The
government moved yesterday to
halt furture sale of all nonprescription anti-blotic throat
lozenges.
The Food and Drug Administration said the lozenges and
some other anti-biotic preparations also banned are not effective as claimed on their labels.

However, an FDA spokesman
said that no recall of the products is planned and drug stores
and manufacturers may use up
stocks on hand which already have
FDA approval.
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (AP)-The faculty of the Literary College of the University of Michigan has adopted a resolution
criticizing the draft policies of
the Selective Service System.
The resolution urged that students be drafted on a random
basis rather than according to
results of aptitude tests to be administered nationally by the Selectiver Service.
The professors said such tests
would
discriminate
against
students who entered college
with weak academic preparation,
possibly due to low incomes of
their families.
WASHINGTON (AP)-- An Asian
expert said yesterday that Communist China would risk a major
war If It felt its vital interests
were threatened.

Professor A.DoakBarnett, appearing before theSenate Foreign
Relations Committee, urged that
the U.S. exercise great restraint
in Viet Nam to avoid provoking
a clash with the Red Chinese.
But the acting head of Columbia University's East Asian Institute also said that if the U.S.
got out of Viet Nam, there soon
would be serious problems of
Communist aggression in Southeast Asia.
SAIGON (AP)--U.S. warplanes
yesterday raked widespread targets in Communist North Viet
Nam with a record assault of
several hundred sorties.
A U.S. spokesman said four
planes were lost.
In South Viet Nam, air operations included a strike by B- 52
bombers from Guam on what was
described as a Viet Cong Military headquarters, 35 miles
northeast of Saigon.
Meanwhile, the ground war tapered off, sources said.

Campus Calendar
The Arnold Air Society Pledge
meeting will be held at 7 tonight in 259 Memorial Hall.
* • •
Omega Phi Alpha service sorority is participating in the United
Campus Appeal by collecting donations from commuters. Collections will be made in the Union Lobby from 9 ajn. to 5 p.m.
today and tomorrow and Friday.
Housing representatives for
the United Campus Appeal are
reminded that collection nights
are from 7 to 9 tonight, tomorrow, Saturday and Monday in the
Wayne Room.
* • •
Miss Evelyn Benjamin will be
the guest speaker for the Bowling Green Chapter of the Ohio
Home" Economics Association
meeting to be held in the Alumni
Room at 6:30 tonight.
Miss Benjamin will speak on
"The Home Economist's Roll In
a Community Program."
• » »
The admission test applications for graduate study in business will be available April 2.
Registration forms and fees
must reach the Educational
Training Service two weeks before the testing date.
• * *
"A Place in the Kingdom" will
be the topic of a brief Lenten
service to be held in Prout
Chapel at 6:30 tonight.
These weekly services are
sponsored by the Lutheran
Church, Missouri Synod.
• • •
Results of tryouts held last
week by Orchesis, the University's modern dance group, will
be posted tomorrow.
• * •
The Newman Foundation will
sponsor a Communion Breakfast
this Sunday following the 9 a.m.
Mass. Father John P. Meehan,
a Maryknoll Missionary, will be
the speaker. His talk is entitled
"The Christian Commitment in
the Modern World."
The public is invited.
• * •
There will be a general meeting
of all Catholic students at 7 p.m.
Sunday in the Newman Club Auditorium.
• • *
Biological Probes into Space"
is the subject of Dr. Irwin I.
Oster's talk to Beta Beta Beta,
biology honorary society, at 6:30
tonight in 204 Mosely Hall.
Dr. Oster will tell about various experiments which will be

Daily Official
Bulletin
The Placement Office is missing two copies of last year's
Ohio Education Directory and
two copies of the current Michigan Education Directory. These
directories are greatly used by
students interested in locating
teaching positions in certain specific areas of each state. Anyone knowing anything of the
whereabouts of the missing directories is urged to contact the
Placement Office as soon as
possible.

conducted as part of the NASA
biological satellite. This satellite will be launched next fall
and will carry several of Dr.
Oster's experiments.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
• * •
Beta Beta Beta will hold Biology 110 help sessions everyMonday evening from 6 until '7
in 204 Mosely. Students are invited to come and bring their
questions.
• • *
New developments in automatic thermostatic controls for gas
ranges will be discussed by Miss
Janet Felmeth, Home Economics
Director of Robershaw Controls
Company, before the Home Economics Club March 30.
• * *
The Lutheran Student Association will hold coffee hours today from 2:30 to 5 pwn. in the
Capitol Room.
Jean Horn, Lutheran campus
associate, will be the hostess.
• • •
"Spain Today" is the subject
of an illustrated travel lecture
to be held tonight at 7:30 in the
Dogwood Suite by Dr. Michael
Flys, chairman of the department
of romance languages.

Debaters Lose
At Detroit, OSU
University debate teams suffered 14 losses in 17 rounds of
Competition in tournaments at
Detroit and Columbus last weekend.
A
team comprised of Judy
Cam bell and Paul Hoeffel won
three rounds and lost three
rounds at Wayne State University
in Detroit. They debated both the
affirmative and negative sides of
the proposition, "Resolved: that
law enforcement agencies in the
United States should be given
greater freedom in the investigation and prosecution of crime.
Debating the same proposition
were James Bates and David
Garick, who won one round and
lost five.
The University of Minnesota,
the University of Maryland, and
Princeton University all had perfect records of six wins and no
losses to lead the tournament.
Traveling to Ohio State University from Bowling Green to
compete In a two- man championship
tournament were Greg
Gardner and David Klumpp, who
posted a record of no wins and
six losses.
The team will enter a tournament at Miami University Friday and Saturday.

Your
Headquarters
For Election
Materials
Poster Board
Markers
Poster Paint
Glitter
Rubber Cement

Student
Book
Exchange
530 E. Wooster
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Candid Campus

UP Meets With Pros And Cons
By TIM BRANDYBERRY
Staff Writer
The University Party has taken the necessary steps to become an official university organization. The party has been
recognized by Student Council
and is presenting a slate of candidates for the up-coming election.
The machinery of the party has
been set in motion. Where the
party system will go from here
can only be determined by student response.
What is the reaction of the
students to the recently formed
University Party? Do they feel
that it will in any way strengthen
the student body?
Charlene Phillips, senior In
the College of Education, said,
"The recently formed University
Party has been accepted by many
candidates for Student Body offices. Not only is it desirable
to have the backing of such an
organization, but also many of
their policies have merit. But
does the University Party leave
room for the establishment of a
second political party? Few
would challenge research into
areas that need improvement.
Few would disagree with a policy
of progress.

CHARLENE PHILLIPS
"In order to incite the rise
of an opposition party, real Issues must be created. Such issues are created not merely by
general policies but by specific
proposals as to procedures for
the implementation of such policies."
Charles Bass, junior in the
College of Liberal Arts, said,
"I feel that there has been a
conspicuous vacuum in student
government on our campus. The
University Party can play a significant part in filling this void.
The University Party also aims
to cross all the traditional lines
on campus. That is, they hope
to unify the many factions that
have stood intheway of progress.
The proof of this is that, in the

CHARLES BASS
coming election, I will be running on the same party slate with
many people from many Other,
even diametrically opposed, factions."
Kay Craig, Junior in the College of Education, said, "The
ultimate reforms and improvements sponsored by the University Party deserve much merit.
However, in order for the party
to function effectively it is necessary that it gain the support
of at least the majority of the
student body. Once this support
has been won it definitely will
strengthen the student body as a
whole due to the tremendous cohesion which results from being
part of a common group."

Mrs. Oren — 'That Woman'
At Registration Window
By BILL BERMAN
Staff Writer
"Sorry,
this
section is
closed." These are the words
heard by every student on campus
who has gone through registration. They are terrifying words
to most students. It means they
might have to change their whole
schedule. To let go of their frustrations many of them blame
"that woman" in the registration
window.
That woman is Mrs. Myrtle
Oren.
Mrs. Oren's job entails a lot
more than announcing closed sections and answering questions.
A large amount of her work involves recording grades, coding
applications for registration,
registering students, and making
out drop and add slips.

"Filling out drop and add slips
is an enormous job," said Mrs.
Oren. "Right after classes began last fall I processed close to
3,000 slips in three days and
they all had to be done by
hand."
When pre-registration comes
the Job really gets trying, Mrs.
Oren said.
"I'll undoubtedly see every
student on campus during registration. It averages out to about
75 students an hour. That's a
lot of students by the end of the
day."
"The kids are pretty reasonable on the whole. But I find
the seniors are the worst of the
classes. By now they ought to
know the ropes, but they usually

-•. WB

don't."
"If they would only read their
catalog and the information given
to them before registration, they
wouldn't have the trouble they
have," she said.
Mrs. Owen admits that she
does get grouchy at registration
time, but said she feels Justified.
"Most students stand at my
window and demand that I do
something for them," she explained.
"If they'd say hello when they
came to my window, they would
have a lot less trouble. I would
Just like each student to work in
this office one week. Then they'd
know what an enormous job this
is," Mrs. Oren said.
Mrs. Oren said she is sure
her Job will get bigger and more
complicated as BG's enrollment
increases, but she enjoys the
work and hopes to be able to cope
with its demands in the future.
Undoubtedly, the demands of
the future will include the demands of many irate students
whose frustrations keep them
from seeing beyond the "face in
the window."

Penny Renews
'Lost' Tradition

*
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SEVENTY-FIVE student* on hour. That's the number Mrs.
Myrtle Oren, clerk-typist at the registration window, says
she sees during scheduling of classes. Besides registering
students, her enormous job entails recording grades, coding
applications, and making out add and drop slips. "I undoubtedly see every student on campus during registration,"
Mrs. Oren says. (Photo by Jon Fish).

The penny--or at least a penny--is back, and a University
tradition has been re-established.
The penny, which can be found
in the walk between the Union
and Williams Hall is a traditional
spot for pinnlngs of University
students.
In late fall of last year, it was
discovered that the penny was
no longer In the pavement.
But, recently, someone put
another penny in the traditional
spot- - perhaps a sentimental pinmate--or was It a member of
the Spirit and Traditions Board?

KAY CRAIG

VINCENT ZAFFKE

Vincent Zaffke, junior in the
College of Liberal Arts, said,
"A political party system atBowling Green was an Inevitable development of campus government. However, I bellevetheUniversity Party was originally conceived to counteract the leadership potential developed within
the fraternity system.
"Further, I believe that the
University Party is making a severe tactical error by presenting
a slate of candidates for the upcoming campus election before
the party itself has gained sufficient strength, maturity, and
organization.
"In addition, the original purpose of this political party, I
believe---that of a strong "independent"
political machinery— has been thwarted by
the penetration of fraternity men
and women into theU. P., thus making it a case of the strong
growing stronger, and the weak
growing weaker. Thus, the or- :
iginal conception of a two-party
system cannot work."
Paul Nyitray, freshman in the
College of Education, said, "The
University Party is a good movement that should strengthen the
student body and promote interest in student government. However, I would like to see an opposition party formed."
Larry Bacnik, senior in the
College of Education, said, "I
feel the University Party is not
what it is built up to be. It ignores the individual and supports
a certain block of candidates.
I don't think that having one party
is a very democratic way of running elections. The party support will make the voters bias
toward a certain block of candidates; therefore, it puts any opposition to a disadvantage.
"It would seem more democratic to have two or more parties. This election will be a good
test to see whether the University Party helps to create a democratic election of responsible
officers or whether this will be
another over-rated popularity
contest.
Barbara Fegley, junior In the
College of Education, said "The
University Party , I believe, has
the potential of becoming a worthwhile and effective organization
on campus. Efficiently and ef-

LARRY BACNIK

BARBARA FEGLEY
fectively organized and promoted, it can foster unity in the
student body.
"In addition, it can serve as
a training arena for leadership
and political organization as well
as a useful channel for student
opinions and action. The only
danger lies in allowing Itself to
become involved In petty or radical issues.
"Maintaining a useful and rational platform, I believe the party can and will serve as a constructive campus group, beneficial both to the university and to
individual students.

OnTh e
WBGU
RADIO REVIEW
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9
3:28
Sign On
3:30....German and Germany
4:00..World's Famous Music
5:00
Dinner Music
6:00
News
6:00
News
6:10
Around the Campus
6:15....Over the BOCK Fence
6:30
Musicale Do Capo
7:00
Classical MusicSymphonies and Concertos
7:30
Evening Concert—

9:25
9:30
10:00

Air
Audition
News
The Music Makers
Sign Off

WBGU-TV
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9
5:30....Kami Shibai with Kimi
5:45
Merlin the Magician
6:00
Channel 70 News
6:15
Sports Report
6:25
Weather Word
6:30..Bowling Green Profiles:
Mayor's Report with F. Gus
Skibbie
7:00
What's New?
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185 Students Are Selected
For Spring Honors Program
A list of 185 students has been
selected for the Honors Program
tor the spring semester. Dr.
Charles C. Rich,associate professor of geology and director of
the Honors Program, announced
recently,
Members are usually selected
on the basis of their high school
records and ACT scores, Dr.
Rich said.
The students are: Sharon Addis
John Allton, Hyla Ames, Richard
Anderson, Lynda Aughnay, Patricia Ayars, Jerry Barucky, Karen Bechtol,
Jo Ann Blaha,
Roy Blair, Ray Bohlin, BethBorton, Jane Bragg, Jean Bragg,
Thomas Brauen, Bonnie Braun.
Dorothy
Brown,
Barbara
Brumbaugh, Paul Buehrer, Kathleen Burchett, Kathleen Burick,
Carol Clapp, Linda Cleaves, Kenneth Collins, Hudson Conley, Eileen Cornez, A ndyCzerkas,Marianne Dacey, Sherry Davidson,
Dennis Davis. Margaret Debien.
Wayne Decker, Linda Delong,
Susan Deshler, Janis Doster,
Brian Dundon, Barbara Dunsmore, Marlene Durliat, Lynne
Dvorak, T. David Evans, David
Fero,
Carole Fisher, Joseph Foos, Kathy Freeburne,
Sharon Galloway, John Games.
Kay Garrett, Nancy George,
Sharon Gerber, Thomas Giasome, Susan Grafton, Nancy Graham, Patrick Green, Peter Griffith, Mary Hahler, Ruth Hannah,
Margarette Harper, AnnHelmeci
Richard Helwig. Louanne Hennessy, Tom Hennings, Susan
Hetrick, John Holian.
Brenda Hollis, Robert Hopper,
Linda Hood, Gerald Hughes,Jane
Irving, Mark Jergens, Judy
Jones. Victoria Kayden, Roger
Kleckner, RuthKlingensmith,Richard Klish, William Klopfenstein.

Tom Kloth, Charles Knull,
Connie Koenemann, James Korenowsky, Steve Korhn,
John
Kwiatkowski, Dale Lauknuf, June
Leek, Larry Leffel, JamesLesch
Adrienne Lev, Katherine Lewis,
Sally Liphart, Pamela Lloyd,
Jane Lowell.
Nancy Lukey, William Manley,
Guy Melvin, Carl Mentzer, Jane
Merklinger, Connie Mesnard,
Marcia Meyer, Janice Miklovic,
Thomas Miklovic, Thomas Milbrodt, David Miller, Susan Miller, Greg Monroe, Ronald Moor,
Janice Mortenson, Alice Mott.
Margare
Mucklo,
Gloria
Munoz, Charles Myers, Jane
Neutzling, Joanell Neutzling,
, Carol Niewiadomski, Mary Noonan.Kathy Norris, BruceNyberg,
Stanley Obloy, Crete hen Osterholt, Gall Parkinson, Elaine Pastcznyk, Richard Patterson,
Msribeth Pence.
Robert Peresie, Jay Peters,

Realm Of Professors,

Claire Petrus, Linda Pleska, Steven Pollock, Joseph Porok,
Charles Ragan, Willian Reany,
Phyllis Reichart, Mary Reichelderfer, Susan Reichelderfer, David Robb, Ann Rockers, Alice
Roper, Phoebe Satterfield.
Dale Saylor, Ruth Ann Scheetz
Jerry ScWater, Jean Scholber,
Richard Seaman, Margaret Seamans, Patricia Sheely, Kathleen
Shofer, John Shuleva, Leah Sinn,
Michaline
Slomka,
Eleanor
Smith, Jeanne Smith, Kathleen
Smith, Leslie Smith.
Elaine Vaia, Ronald Verm illion
Robert Wagner, Barbara Walker,
Carol Walker, Frederick Walker,
Donna Waterwash, Mary Ellen
Watson, Paul Watt, Norma Welker, Linda
Welling, Sharon
Wengert, Larry Whitacre, Sharon Whitney, Jonathan Wierwill,
Karla Williams. Sue Wood,
Harald
Wyndham, Elizabeth
Wyper.

Dr. William F Schmeltz, dean
of the college of business administration, received his doctor of philosophy degree in economist from Western Reserve
University last month.
"Accounting and Management
Control Practices in Petroleum
Refining," was Dr. Schmeltz's
dissertation title. He spent three
years collecting and organizing
information forthe thesis.
The study deals with accounting
and management of information
problems of refiners and is based
on the idea that refining has become a manufacturing rather than
a processing industry.
Dr. Schmeltz has been dean of
the college since 1960 and has
been a member of the faculty
since 1946. He is a native of
Toledo and graduated from the
University of Toledo with a bachelor of business administration
degree in 1945.
Dr. Schmeltz received his
master of business administration degree from the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration.

Dr. BenjaminG.Rosenberg and
Dr. Brian Sutton-Smith, professors of psychology, are researching family relationships
under grants from the National
Institute of Mental Health.

Play Tryouts
Set Thursday
Tryouts for two one-act plays
to be produced by the class in
advanced play directing will be
held from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Thursday in 105 South Hall, the
department of speech announced
yesterday.
Parts for three females and
one male are available in "Fumed
Oak" by Noel Coward. "Hello
Out There" by William Saroyan
requires four males and two
females.
The shows will be presented
March 30 in Joe E. Brown
Theatre.

Pass this quiz and
Eastern wil I fly you to
Florida or 79 other places
for half fare.
Any 12 year-old can pass it.

CLASSIFIEDS
LOST AND FOUND
Lost: black shoulder bag containing important credentials and
glasses-value strickly personal.
Please contact Lois Luby, 314
Mooney. Reward.
Lost: gold watch at the C.I.
Sat. nlte. Return to George at
the C.I. Reward.
Found-1 pair girl's black glasses
and one girl's blue contact lens
case. See the secretary in Room
270, Overman Hall.
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Room - men - private entrance,
summer and fall. 145 S. Enterprise, 353-8241 after 3 p.m.
Need someone to share apartment. Contact Gary, 354-2294.

1. lam 12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21 years old, (Circle one.)
2.1 would like to spend $3 for an Identification Card entitling me
to fly at half fare when a seat is available on Eastern Airlines
Coach flights to 96 destinations. □ True □ False
3. Mynameis|PLEASEPIilNT|
4. My home address is «5T»EET>
ICITYI

(STATE)

(ZIPCODEI
I DAY |

5. I was born on"*™™!

(YEAR!

6. To prove the answer to Question 5, I will submit a photo-copy
of my:
□ Birth certificate □ Driver's license □ Draft card
□ Other !PlEA-s-E-EmAJN>
7.1 am a male/ female. (Cross out one.)
8.1 am a student QTISCHOOINAMEI
9. My residence address there IfWMWI
ICITYI

ISTATE)

IZIPCOOEI

10. Eastern Airlines should mail my ID Card to:
D Home address □ School address
I attest that all answers above are true.
ISIGNATUREI

Ron, get your head out of the
clouds--the guys.
D.P.Q. : Whence cometh William, the Butler? Quickly, to
worklll S.L.. H.P.. G.B., J.P.,
M.O.C.
Help wanted: Walter's and Walttresses for Canterbury Inn. Apply in person. 21 yrs. over.

Now, mail the quiz, proof of age and a $3 check or money order
(payable to Eastern Airlines) to: Eastern Airlines, Inc., Dept. 350, Ten
Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10020. Or take same to any of
our ticket offices.
If you're 12 through 21 and qualify, you'll soon get your ID
card. It entitles you to an Eastern Coach seat at half fare, on a
space-available basis. Except on April 7 and certain days during
the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, you can fly to any of
Eastern's destinations within the continental U.S.
Including Florida.

Woman student needs housing
for fall and winter semesters
of 66-67. Call Barb. Rm. 423,
353- 8411, ext. 3113, Harshman-C.
1.000 SPRAY PERFUMES. One
ounce. My Sin, Arpege, Gi-Gl,
Wisteria, Tabu Intoxication, Canoe. $U5. Each 3-J3.25. Nylons $125 doz. Source $1.10. William Trowbrldge, 35-A38 Woodcrest, Dayton, Ohio 45405.

^ EASTERN

NUMBER ONE TO THE SUN
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I Intramural Notes i Lindahl,

The Intramural Basketball
Standings through the week of
February 28 are:
Team

Sigma Chi
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Tau Delta
Pi Kappa A lpha
Theta Chi
Sigma Nu

Won
7
6
5
5
3
3
1
1
0

Lost
0
1
2
2
4
4
5
6
7

6
5
4
3
3
3
2
1
1

0
1
2
3
3
4
4
0
5

B League
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma
Delta L'psilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Alpha Tau Omega

8
7
6
4
3
3

0
1
2
3
3
4

UPPER-CLASS II LEAGUE
Harshman A-Stars
6
Fugitives
5
Lima
4
Steamrollers Part IV 3
Harshman Men
3
Facemen
2
BlgCahoonas
2
Shatzel Gnats
3
Byronics
0

7
5
5
4
3
2
1

0
2
2

3
4
5
6

FROSH II LEAGUE

All League
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Delta ''.'psilon
Phi Kappa Tau
Zeta Beta Tau
Phi Kappa Psi
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Phi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

UPPER-CLASS I LEAGUE
Feles
6
French Tippers
5
Gazelles
5
Nads
3
Fugitives
3
Solitaires
2
Peasants
0
Long Shots
0

FROSH I LEAGUE
Pink Dominoes
Penthouse P. Makers
Jerry & P. Makers
Barucky's Bad Boys
Penthouse Nads
Razorbacks
Weires Beers
.

0
1
3
3
3
4
6
6

0
1
2
4
3
4
4
4
6

UPPER.- ClASS III LEAGUE
Bouncers
6
0
U.C. Stars
5
1
Scurvy Scotts
4
2
Wooster Wonders
4
3
Neerg Gnilwobs
3
3
Mathmen
3
3
Aces
2
4
Desert Rats
1
5
Hustlers
0
7

Rising "One" Ders
Green Mountain Boys
Rara Avis
Snigrivs
Penthouse Trotters
R.C. Leaders
Delkers
Submissions

FROSH III
Wombats
Bombers
Wizard Wonders
Gauches
Gogetters
Rodgers Studs
Phonys
Rogers Wizards

7
6
4
4
3
2
1
1

LEAGUE
6
5
4
3
3
2
1
1

FROSH IV LEAGUE
Bulldogs
Trojans
Kohl Celtics
Mad Mooners
Rum Runners
Road Runners
Four Roses & A Fifth

6
5
4
3
1
1
1

FROSH V LEAGUE
Penthouse Gang
Unkrov /ns
Rogues
Maniacs
Webbers
Animals

6
5
4
2
2
2

0
1
3
3
4

5
6
6

1
2
3
4

4
5
6
6

Current Handball Standings
Delta Tau Delta
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Zeta Beta Tau
Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Kappa Psi
Sigma Chi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Kappa Sigma
Sigma Nu
Theta Chi
Beta Theta Pi
Tau Kappa Epsilon

7
7
6
6
4
4
4
3
4
2
2
0
0
0

0
1
1
2
2
2

3
3
4
4

6
6
8

ByJIMMEIGHAN
Assistant Sports Editor
Be it Gotham City or the Bowling Green natatorium, one can't
seem to avoid dynamic duos
lately.
Even the Bowling Green swimming team has come up with a
one-two punch which seems impossible to beat and in fact hasn't
been.
John Lindahl,the Falconswlmming captain, and breaststroke
ace Ron Wood both have proved
their invincibility while leading
the finnmen to one of their best
swimming seasons (10-4).
Lindahl has maintained a perfect record in the 200- yard freestyle, while establishing new BG
records in that event twice.
Wood has successfully collected 14 first places in 14 dual
meets to wind up with a perfect
dual meet record in the 200- yard
breaststroke.
Both from Trenton, Mich., they
have spent the majority of their
swimming careers together.Lindahl, who was captain of the
Trenton varstiy and finished third
in 400- yard freestyle at the state
high school championships, describes his beginning as "shaky"
and not very devoted until his
sophomore year.
Wood was even less enthusiastic for swimming in the
beginning. "I was a basketball
reject," says the most feared
breaststroker in the Mid-American Conference.
Wood Just might have had his
mind on basketball all through
high school, as Lindahl took most
of the early swimming honors.
But apparently Wood did some
thinking on the subject of swimming, as he finished second in
his league and thirteenth in the
state in his senior year.
College swimming seems to
be where both men found their
place in the swimming world.
"1 like the 200-yard freestyle
the best of all the events; I feel
it's the distance I'm personally
geared for best," said Lindahl
the high school 400 ace.
Wood too favors the 200-yard

Ron Wood (left) and John Lindahl
breaststroke event, though he's
rated as the man to beat in both
the MAC 200 and 100-yard events.
Wood, who is noted for his
pre-practice
clowning, takes
swimming and the swimming
team pretty seriously.
"I can't think of a better organization on campus," he says.
"Working together for a common goal with all the guys gives
the team a special unity. I really
believe that the swimming team
is the best fraternity on campus.''
Lindahl, a major in business
administration, feels that swimming can be something especially
worthwhile to the individual.
"Swimming, like few sports,
puts a tremendous amount of
pressure on the individual, it's
really the best way I know to
exercise the mind and body,"
he says.
"It's Just one sport that you
have to be smart, as well as
conditioned, to be a winner,"
continued Lindahl.
The two team leaders agreed

on the importance of one man
to spark the team to victory..
"Last year at Miami, when
John (Lindahl) won the 200-yard
freestyle, you could see the whole
team come to life to kill a team
that was rated even with us,"
said Wood about the Falcon captain.
"Though It can really make
a difference to have a good leader,
it's got to be a team effort all
the way If your going to bring
that victory home," Lindahl
added.
Personally both John and Ron
have essentially the same goal;
to become All-Amerlcan swimmers, which means being in the
top ten swimmers in a particular
event according to time.
Whether Lindahl and Wood can
supply the team with that extra
spark necessary to win the MAC
will be determined when BG's
dynamic duo and team takes on
the bad guys from Western, Kent,
Miami, and Ohio U. In this weekend's adventure.
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Toronto Will Host
Clay-Terrell Fight
TORONTO (A P)--Heavyweight
Cassius Clay and Ernie Terrell
have found a haven for staging
their title fight.
Toronto has agreed to stage
the bout on March 29th.
Ontario labor minister Leslie
Rowntree gave his stamp of approval on the match yesterday.
New York,Chicago, Louisville,
Pittsburgh, Montreal, and several other cities have turned down
the match since it was first made
two months ago.
Most of the fight's unpopularity
stems from remarks made by
Clay after he was reclassified
in the draft. Clay uttered some
harsh words about the reclassification before announcing that he
would appeal.
At stake when the fighters meet
in Toronto will be the heavyweight
crown. Clay is recognized as
the champion by everyone except
the World Boxing Association,
which maintains that Terrell is
the titleholder.
Clay said he feels Terrell has
a better chance of beating him
than either Sonny L is ton or Floyd
Patterson had. Clay explained:

Wood Lead
FinmenTo 10-4 Slate

"I'm out of shape. I am not
mentally as good as 1 should
be."
He added that he is weighted
down with pressures, and said
there are more pressures than
he had before his' previous
championship fights.
Clay went on to declare: "I
don't say Terrell is going to
beat me--I'm still the greatest-but he's got the best chance of
all."

All-Stars Top
Browns 71-66
The IM All-Stars defeated the
Cleveland Browns 71-66 last
night in an exhibition basketball
game played In Anderson Arena.
Proceeds of the game went
to charity.
Bill Redderson and Bob Redd
led the Stars with 11 points
each.
Dave Scott scored 28 for the
losers.

No Favorite In MAC Swim-Offs
A real dog fight figures to
develop tomorrow, Friday and
Saturday as the University hosts
the fourteenth annual MidAmerican Conference swimming
championships.
Any one of four schools, Bowling Green, Miami, Ohio University or Western Michigan could
walk away with all the marbles
or finish as low as fourth in the
title battle.
Western Michigan has compiled a 4-0 dual meet record in
Mid-American competition while
Miami is 3-1. Ohio University
and Bowling Green trail with 2-2
and 1-3 records respectively
while Kent State is 0- 4.
A total of eight individual 1965
champions are returning this
year to defend their titles. Western Michigan's fine freestyler
Ron Pohlonski, who won the 200,
500, and 1,650 freestyle events
in record times last season, is
the top returning champion.
However, the seven other winners, Miami's backstroker Mark
Anderson and freestyler Doug
Gray, Ohio's breaststroker John
Kelly and Individual medley
swimmers Dick Merrltt and
George Saldana, plus Western's
backstroker, Fred Cutler and
butterfly ace John Woods, will
also be making their presence
felt in BG's natatorium.

Bowling Green doesn't have
any returning winners but the
Falcons still figure to be in
the middle of the title fight because of their fine freestyle strength. BG captain John
Lindahl registered a 1:51.5 time
in the 200 this year as he nipped
Western's Pohlonski in this event
in dual competition.
Duane Jastremski, who is the
brother of Indiana University's
great swimmer Chet Jastremski,
figures to be near the top of the
heap in both the 50 and 100-yard
freestyle.
Ohio University annexed the
1965 crown with 127 points as
Western finished second with 123.
Bowling Green was third with 83
points while Miami and Kent
scored 70 and 10 respectively.

HALL FOR RENT
Parties and Dances
Catering Service
Available
Reasonable Rates •

Bowling Green has won six
previous championships while
Ohio University is next with four
titles. WesternMichlganhaswon
two while Miami recorded one
win. Bowling Green dominated
the championships from 1956-60,
winning five championships.

LEVI
"STA-PREST"
■HEADQUARTERSWE CARRY HUNDREDS
of Pairs of Levis
in several different
- Styles -

LEHMAN'S
MEN'S WEAR

Phone 823 - 4975
•
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BG's Piatkowski All-MAC Choice
♦

Ken Fowlkes

♦

*

Jim Cox

*

♦

*

*

Jerry Peirson

Walt Piatkowski

Bob Aston

*

Frosh Hoopsters Show Cox, Aston From TU; Fowlkes,
Individual Potential
By TOM HINE
Assistant Sports Editor
One might easily assume that
members of this year's freshmen
basketball team which won only
nine of its 19 games will hardly
cause varsity coach WarrenScholler to jump for joy when they
show up for practice next season.
But don't bet on it.
They obviously didn't burn up
the MAC this year, winning only
three of nine conference contests, but many observers attribute this to a lack of teamwork through a good bit of the
season.
Regardless, several outstanding ballplayers can be found on
the team, and they could very
well be the nucleus of a strong
varsity club in years to come.
Dick Rudgers, a high scoring
guard from Akron (Central High),
may be the best of the lot. A
6- 2, 180- pounder, Rudgers wound
up the year as the team leader
in Just about every phase of the
scoring department.
Hitting on 137 field goals of an
attempted 297 (46 per cent) and
connecting on 80 per cent of his
free throws attempts, Rudgers
topped the Baby Birds with a
19.5 points per game scoring
average.
His best shot is a
jumper from 15 to 20 feet out,
although he can drive well and is
accurate from close range.
His fellow guard, a 6- 2 product of Bowling Green High, is
another whom Scholler may have
high hopes for in the next three
years. •
Sid Rodeheffer, known perhaps
more for his slick ballhandling
and passing than anything, wound
up the year as the Falcon's third
leading scorer, connecting on 39
per cent from the field (82 of 210)
and averaged 13.5 points a game.
Rodeheffer's outstanding defensive work could also be a
determining factor as to whether
he breaks into next season's
varsity lineup.
Perhaps the most perplexing
problem facing coach Scholler
will be what to do with the
leading frosh rebounder and second leading scorer, 6-4 Mark
Hoffman from Bellvue.
Hitting on 89 of 218 from the

field, good for 41 per cent and
76 per cent free throw attempts,
Hoffman is obviously a valuable man to have around.
But whether he is tall enough
to do the same kind of rebounding job for Scholler that he did
for frosh coach Bob Conibear
(150 rebounds in 17 games),
or if his outside shooting is good
enough to allow him to be transferred to guardy remains to be
seen.
Center Dick McCauley could be
the sleeper of the crew. Coming
on strong at season's end in both
scoring and rebounding after
a not-so-spectacular beginning,
the 6-7 Macaulay could progress
in much the same way that Al
Dixon did for the varsity this
year.
Macaulay, from Youngstown
(Broadman High) connected on
41 per cent of his shots from the
field and 70 per cent from the
line for a six-point per game
average and hauled down 140
rebounds.

Ohio U. Sinks
Frosh Tankers

Peirson Round Out First Five
Toledo's runner-up Rockets
was the only squad to win two
first team berths on the annual
Mid-American Conference basketball squad announced today by
Commissioner Bob Jamas.
The selections were made by
the MAC coaches.
Center Bob Aston of Pittsburgh
and forward Jim Cox of Toledo
were the two Rockets landing
first team spots. They had paced
MAC scorers until the final week
of the season when BG's Walt
Piatkowski overhauled them to
win the individual crown by .8
of a point with an 18.92 average.
Cox and Aston both finished with
18.83.

Diver Bill Smith scored 206.3
points to finish second while
breaststroker - sprinter John
Johnston claimed second in the
100-yard freestyle with a 52.8
clocking.
Mike Schoenhals tried the 200- •
yard breaststroke and came up
with a win and a 2:27.8 timing.
Shoenhals also came through with
second place in the 200- yard individual medley, as covered the
distance in 2:11.5.

Pierson was one of the
league's top defensive performers and coach Dick Shrider
usually assigned the 6-5 forward
from Muncie, Ind„ to the opposition's best scorer.
Fowlkes, a 6-4 junior from
Columbus, led the Bobcats in
scoring with a 17.3 mark and

Stengel Elected To Hall Of Fame
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.(AP)Casey Stengel was informed yesterday that he has been elected
to baseball's Hall of Fame. .
The news was given to him
here where he trained the New
York Yankees and New York
Mets during part of his colorful career.
The 75-year-old diamond veteran was a unanimous choice of
the eleven-man veterans' committee, headed by formsr baseball commissioner Ford Frick.
Stengel became eligible with-

The Ohio University freshman
sunk the Falcon frosh swimmers
Saturday 46-31 as the Bowling
Green team failed to either relay
event.
Phil Watson led the Falcon
team, collecting two first places
in the freestyle events. Watson
captured the 200-yard freestyle
in 1:56.4 and swan the 100-yard
freestyle in 51.9 seconds to place
first in that event.

Piatkowski, a 6-8 forward from
Toledo who scored 227 points,
was the only sophomore making
the first team. Other choices
were captain Jerry Peirson of
Miami's champions and Ohio's
Ken Fowlkes.
There were no unanimous
choices.

out the formal five-year waiting period when the rules were
changed last January. The Veterans' committee handles only
old-timers of the game.
Stengel will be inducted into
the Hall of Fame--along with
former Boston Red Sox star Ted
Williams on July 25 in Cooperstown, N.Y.
Frick broke the news to Stengel, who is in St. Petersburg in
his capacity as vice-president
of the Mets.

finished fifth in the league despite a broken foot that sidelined him in the last three games.
Heading the second team Is
sophomore hotshot Reggie Lacefield of Western Michigan. The
6-4 sharpshooter from Gary,
Ind., was fourth among conference scorers with 17.9 points
game.
Others named included Kent
State's Fred Albrecht and Doug
Sims, Marshall's Bob Redd and
Miami's Jim Patterson.
FIRST TEAM
6-4
Fowlk es, Ohio
6-8
Aston Toledo
6-5
Cox, Toledo
6-5
Peirson, Miami
PIATKOWSKI, BG 6-8

Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Soph.

SECOND TEAM
Albre< ht, Kent
Lacef • eld, WM
Pattei son, Miami
Redd, Marshall
Sims, Kent

6-6
6-4
6-8
6-3
6-6

Sr,
Soph.
Sr.
Soph.
Sr.

HONORABLE MENTION
Backensto,
Toledo;
ALOI
AND HENDRIX, BG; Snow
Miami; Hammond and Brown,
Ohio; Blohm and Scholtens,
WM;
Homer, Kent; Langfitt
and Stone, Marshall.

The Alpenhorn Room

&trirtlg Ifat ©Ip (ttalUnt &rt
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M0N. - SAT. 5-1 - SUN. closed

FINE FOOD AT STUDENT PRICES
10 OZ. DELMONICO STEAK
SALAD - RCLLS - BEVERAGE - POTATOES

all for $1.90
STUDENT SPECIAL

Spaghetti Dinner
- Salad, Rolls, Beverage -

^^_

$1.00

ALPINE SPECIALTY
One-Half Barbecued Chicken
Barbecued Spareribs
Ravioli..

$1.35
$1.50
$1.15

Cole Slaw -French fries-Rolls and Butter

ALL TiOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES
12 Ounce Fish Bowl
$ .20
Pitcher
1.00

